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LITIGATION & DISPUTE RESOLUTION

OVERVIEW

Our Litigation and Dispute Resolution Practice offers clients a truly integrated global service, to

handle and resolve complex disputes in a range of domestic courts, specialist tribunals and in

international arbitration.  We utilize a range of innovative tools in evidence analysis, case strategy,

project management, forensic accounting and quantum calculations which enable us to deliver a

better litigation service to our clients, and in a more efficient and cost-effective manner.
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Consumer Finance Disputes

Consumer Fraud, RICO, and Unfair Business and Sales Practices

Crisis Management & Reputational Risk

Eminent Domain

Employment & Labor

Forensic Services

International Arbitration

Mass Torts and Product Liability

M&A Disputes

Media and First Amendment

Non-Compete, Trade Secret & Employee Unfair Competition

Securities Litigation & Enforcement

Trust, Estate & Fiduciary Litigation

We have deep industry experience in resolving disputes across banking and finance, insurance, real

estate, construction, oil and gas, mining and commodities, industrial products and manufacturing,

agriculture, pharmaceuticals, sport and retail. The wide scope of our experience across industries

and jurisdictions, and our commitment to client service and innovations allows us to address

clients’ legal and business concerns, and manage and resolve your cases efficiently with as little

disruption and cost to your business as possible.

GLOBAL STRENGTH ACROSS PRACTICE AREAS

Clients enjoy access to broader and deeper legal services, and global strength in a range of dispute

resolution practice areas including: 

▪ antitrust & competition;

▪ international arbitration;

▪ commercial disputes;

▪ class actions;

▪ white collar/criminal defense;

▪ securities litigation;

▪ product liability;

▪ employment & labor law and
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RELATED INSIGHTS

Insights

May 23, 2023

Drafters beware! Court of Appeal on the significance of express terms

Every so often the Court will reaffirm the primacy of express terms while re-stating the rule that implied terms can

only be relied on to the extent they are (i) so obvious as to go without saying, or (ii) necessary to give an

agreement business efficacy. The latest is Contra Holdings Ltd v Bamford [2023] EWCA Civ 374, handed down by

the Court of Appeal last month. This commentary will come as no surprise to practitioners, and yet it serves as an

important reminder that implied terms should not be relied upon as a fall-back where express drafting falls short.

▪ intellectual property.
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Insights

May 23, 2023

High Court dismisses green strategy derivative claim against Shell’s directors

In February 2023 ClientEarth issued a derivative action against Shell’s 11 directors. ClientEarth alleged that the

directors had breached their duties under the Companies Act 2006 (CA 2006) by failing to adopt and implement

an energy strategy that aligned with the Paris Agreement on Climate Change 2015 to limit global warming to

1.5°c. Given that it was bringing a derivative claim on behalf of the company, ClientEarth needed to obtain the

permission of the court before the action could proceed.  The application was considered on the basis of the

papers before the court without the court hearing oral submissions.  On 12 May 2023, the judge refused

permission for the claim to proceed. The judge made several key points in his judgment which will be pertinent to

future activist shareholder derivative actions.

News

May 22, 2023

BCLP delivers 2023 senior managers development program for the Association of

Foreign Banks (AFB)

News

May 02, 2023

BCLP team secures order blocking Missouri Attorney General’s Transgender Health Care

Emergency Rule

News

Apr 28, 2023

BCLP shortlisted in ‘The Lawyer’ Awards 2023

News

Apr 25, 2023

Opening of new office in Seattle featured by numerous legal media outlets

News

Apr 13, 2023

BCLP advised Choiseul REIM on the sale of 8,000 square meters in Paris to top luxury

brand

News

Apr 12, 2023

Legal 500 EMEA 2023

Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner LLP has been ranked in 14 practice areas across 4 jurisdictions in the 2023 edition

of The Legal 500 EMEA Guide.

Insights

Mar 29, 2023

Paris Litigation Gazette Issue 2

Welcome to the Litigation Gazette. Each quarter, BCLP's Paris team will keep you informed of the main litigation

news in competition law, commercial litigation, labor law, IP/IT/Data and compliance.
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